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level. Someone writing a program for a tightly-coupled machine must develop a parallel schedule, whichmeans that person must know about and account for details of the hardware design such as instruc-tion timings and resource conicts between functional units. This task is extremely time-consuming anderror-prone; compilation techniques are needed to translate programs written at a reasonably high levelinto good parallel schedules.The �nal reason is that software pipelining techniques hold the promise of producing better code withfaster compilation time than other scheduling techniques. This potential is illustrated by the examplein Figure 1. Figure 1a shows a simple sequential loop and Figures 1b and 1c show two di�erent parallelschedules for the loop. For convenience, we label the operations in the original loop a{d and refer onlyto these labels in the parallel loops. In this example, some parallelism is present within the loop body(because operations b and c can be executed simultaneously) as well as across iterations (because d fromone iteration can overlap with a from the next iteration). The classical approach to scheduling the loopin Figure 1a is to unroll the loop body some number of times and then apply scheduling heuristics withinthe unrolled loop body [Fis81] as illustrated in Figure 1b. While this approach allows parallelism tobe exploited between some iterations of the original loop, there is still sequentiality imposed betweeniterations of the unrolled loop body. In general, if the loop could be fully unrolled, all parallelismboth inside and across iterations could be exploited by this approach. However, full unrolling is usuallyimpossible or impractical to obtain. Software pipelining provides a direct way of exploiting parallelisminside and across all iterations of a loop; hence software pipelining achieves the e�ect of scheduling withfull unrolling. A software-pipelined version of the original loop is given in Figure 1c.1.1 Previous WorkOne body of work on software pipelining has focussed on establishing the formalism required to adequatelyaddress what software pipelining algorithms can and cannot achieve. Results in this line of developmentinclude a software pipelining algorithm that generates optimal code for loops without conditional tests[AN88a] and a proof that optimal software pipelining is impossible in general [SGE91]. However, thiswork has largely ignored resource constraints.Existing software pipelining algorithms handle resource constraints in a variety of ways. Some algo-rithms deal with only weak forms of resource constraints|e.g., the number of operations that can beexecuted in parallel. Others assume resource constraints are handled in a separate \�x-up phase" af-ter software pipelining [NPA88]. Several software pipelining algorithms account for resource constraintsdirectly as part of the software pipelining algorithm, e.g. [RG81, Lam87]. However, in most such algo-rithms the treatment of resource constraints is intimately connected to software pipelining|that is, thesoftware pipelining is not separable from the handling of resource constraints. One of our interests is toseparate what is really intrinsic to software pipelining from other, orthogonal concerns. A more extensivediscussion of previous and related work is included in Section 9.2
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1.2 Our ApproachIn this paper, we present an algorithm that smoothly integrates software pipelining with the treatmentof resource constraints, while at the same time maintaining a structured design that separates orthogonalconcerns. Our algorithm serves two purposes. First, we believe the algorithm represents a practicaldirection and can form the basis of implementations of software pipelining; we discuss an implementationof our algorithm in Section 7. Second, the algorithm represents a summary of many of the most interestingaspects of our investigation of software pipelining over the last several years [Nic85, AN88a, AN88b, Aik88,Aik90, AN91]. Our algorithm has several novel features:� The handling of resource constraints is orthogonal to the software pipelining.� At each step the algorithm has global information about the operations that can be scheduled.� In a technical sense de�ned precisely in Section 8, given su�cient resources our algorithm canproduce code arbitrarily close to the theoretical optimum.The advantage of the �rst point is that the treatment of resources could be modi�ed (say, for a di�erentmachine) and no changes would be required in the overall algorithm. The second and third points togetherimply that the quality of the �nal pipelined loop is limited only by the ability to make good resourceallocation decisions (see Section 8) and not by the design of the software pipelining algorithm.Our software pipelining algorithm is built from two components: a scheduler and a dependence an-alyzer. The machine-dependent scheduler is used to incrementally build a parallelized loop from a se-quential loop. For each parallel instruction, the scheduler selects operations to schedule based on theset of operations available for scheduling in that instruction and available resources. The set of availableoperations is maintained by a global dependence analyzer; as the scheduler makes decisions about whereto place operations, the set of available operations is updated incrementally. Together, the schedulerand the dependence analyzer encapsulate all machine-dependent information. As the parallelized loop isconstructed, the software pipelining algorithm checks for repeating states that can be \pipelined." Thesoftware pipelining algorithm itself is very simple; the di�culty lies in establishing minimal restrictionson the scheduler and dependence analyzer that guarantee the correctness and termination of the softwarepipelining algorithm.The rest of this paper is divided into nine sections. Section 2 de�nes the model of parallel computationused to develop the algorithm. Section 3 works through a small example to give an intuitive idea of howthe software pipelining algorithm works. Section 4 describes the algorithm and presents a proof ofcorrectness. Section 5 gives an algorithm for incrementally maintaining the set of available operations.Section 6 describes the integration of resource constraints into the algorithm. Handling resources well iscritical in realistic applications of software pipelining. Section 7 briey describes an implementation of ouralgorithm, some additional optimizations, and some experimental results. The experimental results bearout the strengths of our approach and point out some weaknesses; both are discussed at length. Section 8presents a result that suggests our algorithm can achieve the best schedules possible in the presence of4



resource constraints. A discussion of related work is in Section 9. The �nal section summarizes andpresents some conclusions.2 Basic TerminologyThis section develops a simple model of a tightly-coupled, synchronous parallel machine. The formalismis used to explain our software pipelining algorithm and to provide a basis for a proof of correctness.A program is an automaton hX ; �; n0;Ni. X is a set of n operations fx0; : : : ; xn�1g. Operations aredivided into assignments that read and write a global store, tests (boolean-valued functions) that a�ectthe ow of control, and a distinguished operation stop.The body of the program is a set N of states n0; : : : ; nm�1. The state n0 is the start state of theprogram. Associated with each state n is ops(n), the operations of n, which are elements of X . Thestates represent parallel instructions; intuitively, when control reaches a state n, all operations in ops(n)are executed simultaneously. To simplify the presentation, we assume that all operations execute in unittime. Extensions to multi-cycle operations and pipelined functional units are discussed in Section 6.A con�guration is a pair hn; si where n is a state and s is a store (the contents of memory locations andregisters). The transition function � maps con�gurations into con�gurations. An execution is a sequenceof con�gurations h: : : ; hni; sii; : : :i such that �(hni; sii) = hni+1; si+1i.The transition function describes how a tightly-coupled, synchronous machine actually executes aparallel instruction. We deliberately avoid de�ning a transition function in any detail. The transitionfunctions of super-scalar and VLIW machines are complex and vary considerably from machine to ma-chine. The greatest source of complexity is de�ning what it means to execute more than one test inparallel (multi-way jumps). As an example, in one possible model tests within a state n are alwaysorganized as a binary decision tree with a unique root. One branch of each test in the decision tree islabeled true, the other is labeled false. Each leaf of the decision tree is a pointer to another state. Whenthe state is executed, all of the tests are evaluated in parallel in the store. The next state to be executedis the leaf that terminates the (unique) path from the root where every branch is labeled by the value ofthat test in the store. There are other possible implementations of multi-way jumps; many mechanismshave been proposed and implemented [Fis80, KN85, AAG+86, Ebc87]. The software pipelining algorithmwe present applies to any of these control-ow mechanisms.We use the following abstraction of control-ow throughout this paper. We assume that control-owis determined entirely by tests; that is, the result of evaluating the tests in a state determines the nextstate. A branch of a state n is a truth assignment hx1 = true; x2 = false; : : :i to the tests x1; x2; : : : inn. The set of all branches of n is branch(n); if n has no tests, then branch(n) is the singleton set fhigconsisting of the empty truth assignment. The function succ-on-branch maps a state n and a branchc 2 branch(n) to a successor node n0 (the name succ-on-branch stands for \successor on branch").1 We1Note that in most cases a node with k tests will not have 2k distinct successors. For generality, we treat each of the 2kbranches separately in our algorithm; in an implementation for a particular control-ow mechanism many branches can be5



assume that if succ-on-branch(n; c) = n0, then there is a state s such that �(hn; si) = hn0; s0i and that theevaluation of tests in con�guration hn; si satis�es the truth assignment c.The set of successors succ(n) of a state n is fn0j9c s:t: succ-on-branch(n; c) = n0g. When n is executed,control is transferred to some n0 2 succ(n). A state that contains the operation stop cannot contain otheroperations and cannot have any successors.We next de�ne a meaning function � for programs, which is used in the proof that our softwarepipelining algorithm is correct (i.e. that it preserves the meaning of the original program).De�nition 2.1 Let P be a program hX ; �; n0;Ni. If there is an execution hhn0; si; : : : ; hnk; s0ii such thatops(nk) = fstopg then �(P; s) = s0. If no such execution exists, then �(P; s) =?.Programs P1 and P2 are equivalent (P1 � P2) if 8s �(P1; s) = �(P2; s).Software pipelining is a loop parallelization technique, so we must describe the loops we are interestedin parallelizing. For convenience, we use the following de�nition. A sequential loop is a program with ioperations x0; : : : ; xi�1 and i states n0; : : : ; ni�1 where nj = fxjg. All backedges go to the start state n0;that is, if ni 2 succ(nj) and i � j then i = 0. Every state is assumed to be reachable from the start state.3 An ExampleGiven a sequential loop L, our software pipelining algorithm incrementally builds a parallelized loop fromL. Initially, the parallelized loop is empty (has no states) and the algorithm chooses a set of operationsfrom the sequential loop L that legally can be scheduled as the start state of the parallel loop. Afterscheduling a subset of the available operations as the start state, the algorithm recursively schedules thesuccessors of the start state by considering what operations can be scheduled in the successor states, andso on. The main di�culty is guaranteeing that this procedure terminates. We show that eventually thescheduled states must fall into a detectable repeating pattern, at which point a loop can be constructedfrom this pattern of repeating states.An important data structure used by the algorithm is an incrementally maintained set A of availableoperations. At each step, A contains a set of operations available for scheduling in the current statebeing constructed. How this set is built and maintained is discussed in Section 5. For now it is onlyimportant to understand that set A contains all operations that could be scheduled legally in the currentstate without violating program semantics.Initially, the new program graph is empty and A contains all operations available for scheduling inthe �rst state. Consider the program in Figure 2. We display programs as control-ow graphs with theconvention that true branches of tests are to the left and false branches are to the right. Not all operationscan be scheduled in the �rst state; for example, c must be scheduled after b, since c references a valuethat b writes. In standard compiler terminology, there is a data dependence from b to c [KKP+81].For this example, we assume a machine model in which all reads take place before any writes duringexecution of a state, and write conicts are not permitted. In this model, the operations a, b, and f aretreated together. 6
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@@@Rf g: stopFigure 2: An example loop.all available for scheduling in the �rst state. Because the algorithm may overlap operations from di�erentiterations, we superscript operations with the scheduled iteration from which they came. In addition,we subscript available operation sets to keep track of di�erent values for di�erent states. Thus, initiallyA0 = fa0; b0; f0g.Another component of the pipelining algorithm is the scheduler. The scheduler selects from A a setof operations to schedule in the current state. Together, the procedure to maintain the set of availableoperations and the scheduler encapsulate all machine-dependent information. The software pipeliningalgorithm itself is built on top of these two components.A pipelined version of the loop in Figure 2 is given in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the state ni is labeledby the integer i. The rest of this section describes how the software pipelining algorithm computes thisparallel schedule from the sequential loop. For the �rst state n0, assuming that the machine has su�cientresources, the scheduler could choose to schedule all available operations. Because f is a test, there willbe two successors of the �rst state|one for the case where f evaluates to true, and one for the case wheref evaluates to false. The sets of available operations are di�erent for the two successors.Consider the successor n1 of n0 for the case where f0 evaluates to false. This case is easy, as theprogram terminates on this branch. The new set A1 of available operations is fc0; d0; e0g, reecting thefact that a0, b0 and f0 have been scheduled and that this branch of f0 is the loop exit. Because writeconicts are not permitted, d0 and e0 cannot be scheduled in the same state, but both are \available"|at7



0: a,b,f? HHHHHHj4: c,d,a���	 @@@R5: b,f 6: e,b,ft -f t6 f 61: c,d?AAAU2: e����3: gFigure 3: The loop after software pipelining.this point, all dependences on the two statements have been satis�ed. Assume that the scheduler selectsoperations c0 and d0 for state n1. Operation c0 is a test, so there are two successors of this state. Forthe successor n2 where c0 evaluates to false, the set of available operations A2 is fe0g. Assume that thescheduler places e0 in n2. For the single successor n3 of n2 the set of available operations A3 is just fg0g,the stop operation. Thus n3 contains only g0. Backing up to n1, the set of available operations for thebranch where c0 evaluates to true is also fg0g, so the successor of n1 on this path is also n3.This completes the terminating path from n0. On the other path, where f0 evaluates to true, thenew set of available operations A4 is fc0; d0; e0; a1g. Note that the operation a1 from the second iterationis available for scheduling in parallel with statements from the �rst iteration. A subtle point is thatoperation b1 is not available for scheduling, even though all reads take place before all writes and alloperations from the �rst iteration that read variable j are available in A4. Operation b1 is not availablebecause (as before) d0 and e0 cannot be scheduled in the same state. Even though all operations thatread j are in A4, not all of these can be scheduled in n4, and this fact prevents statements that write jfrom being available.Assume that the scheduler selects operations c0, d0, and a1 for state n4. Operation c0 is a test, sothere are two successors of this state. For the successor n5 where c0 evaluates to true, the set A5 isfb1; f1g. Assuming that the scheduler places both operations in n2, the set of available operations forthe successor of n5 on the path where f1 is true is fc1; d1; e1; a2g. Note that, except for the superscripts,this set is exactly the same as A4. The superscripts are just a way of keeping track of the iteration ofeach operation; the sets have the same operations. Rather than continue scheduling at this point, thepipelining algorithm simply makes n4 a successor of n5. Similarly, the set of available operations for thesuccessor of n5 where f1 evaluates to false is fc1; d1; e1g. Except for superscripts, this is exactly the sameas A1. As before, the pipelining algorithm makes n1 a successor of n5.8
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(a) Another example loop.
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(b) An incorrect schedule.Figure 4: Another example loop.Backing up, the pipelining algorithm next considers the successor n6 of n4 where c0 evaluates to false.The set of available operations A6 is fe0; b1; f1g. Assuming that the scheduler places all three operationsin n6, the sets of available operations for the two successors of n6 are the same as for n5 and schedulingproceeds just as it did for n5. The algorithm terminates with the schedule in Figure 3.There are three technically di�cult aspects of the software pipelining algorithm. The �rst problem isjustifying the step where previously scheduled states are \reused", such as when the pipelining algorithmdecided to make n4 the successor of n5. We have simply implied that this is correct, and in the exampleit happens to be correct, but in general this step is not correct. Intuitively, the problem is that justbecause two sets of available operations happen to be the same for two di�erent states, that does notby itself guarantee that all subsequent sets of available operations would be the same in all successors ofthose states.We illustrate this problem with the loop in Figure 4a. To make the example as simple as possible,there are no conditional statements or exits from the loop. Assuming that the variable i is always zeroupon entering the loop, note that statements b and c are independent for the �rst 50 iterations and datadependent for the next 50 iterations. If dependence analysis recognizes that b and c are independent forthe �rst 50 iterations, then as the parallelized loop is built the scheduler could place b and c togetherin the �rst 50 iterations. Following the pipelining strategy for the previous example, repeating stateswould be detected in the second iteration, leading to the parallelized program in Figure 4b, which is9



clearly incorrect. In this example, irregular dependencies make it di�cult to detect repeating behavior.Section 4 formalizes the software pipelining algorithm and provides constraints on the scheduler andavailable operation information that guarantee the correctness and termination of the software pipeliningalgorithm.The second problem is computing the sets of available operations. An algorithm for maintaining thesesets incrementally was �rst presented in [EN89] for programs without loops (i.e. with acyclic control-owgraphs). In Section 5, we present a detailed description of the computation and maintenance of availableoperations for use in software pipelining of loops. Our presentation is simpler and easier to understandand implement than the algorithm in [EN89].The third signi�cant problem is managing �nite resources. While resource allocation does not beardirectly on the correctness of our software pipelining algorithm, good resource usage is obviously impor-tant if the algorithm is to be useful in practice. In Section 6 we show how �nite resources is integratedwith software pipelining in our system.4 The Software Pipelining AlgorithmThe example in Section 3 illustrates that the key step in our algorithm is discovering when states can be\reused" to form a software pipeline. Recognizing patterns in the scheduled operations is not trivial andis in fact not valid if the scheduler and the available operation analysis are not constrained in some way.For example, if the scheduler merely selects operations to schedule at random, no repeating behavior canbe inferred. Similarly, even if the scheduler is well-behaved, the example in Figure 4 shows that if theavailable operation analysis does not exhibit a detectable pattern, software pipelining is not possible.In this section we present constraints on the scheduler and available operation analysis that makesoftware pipelining possible. These constraints are quite weak and are easily satis�ed in practice. Afterpresenting the constraints, we present the software pipelining algorithm itself and prove its correctness.Finally, we discuss termination of the software pipelining algorithm.4.1 The ConstraintsRecall that xci denotes the instance of operation xi from iteration c of a loop. The following de�nition isused in the discussion of the constraints.De�nition 4.1 Let X = f: : : ; xjii ; : : :g be a set of operations. The set Xc is the set f: : : ; xji+ci ; : : :g.As discussed in Section 3, one component of the software pipelining algorithm is a scheduler for aspeci�c machine. The following constraint requires that: (1) the scheduler is a function, (2) the schedulermust schedule some operation in every state, and (3) the operation chosen can depend on the set ofoperations available and the relative distance in iterations between the operations available, but not onthe actual iterations of the operations available. 10



Constraint 4.2 Let X be a set of operations. The scheduler must be a function mapping a set ofalready scheduled operations and a set of available operations to a single operation or the value \none."In addition, schedule(X;A) 6= none if X = ;. We also require that(9xj 8i schedule(X i; Ai) = xk+ij and xk+ij 2 Ai) _ (8i schedule(X i; Ai) = none)In our algorithm, X is the set of operations already scheduled in the state currently under considera-tion. The operation xkj returned by the scheduler is an additional instruction to be scheduled in the samestate. The primary restriction imposed by Constraint 4.2 is that the scheduler is a function of operationsavailable in the state being scheduled. This constraint is weak because the set of available operations pro-vides global information about the program|the scheduler can choose any statement that could be legallyscheduled in the current state.2 This particular constraint also has a signi�cant design bene�t: it cleanlyseparates the scheduler from the rest of the algorithm, thus isolating the most machine-dependent portionof the code. Any scheduler satisfying Constraint 4.2 will work with the software pipelining algorithm. InSection 6 we show how to generalize Constraint 4.2 to include resource constraints.The scheduler is used by the software pipelining algorithm to repeatedly select operations for schedul-ing in a state. When the scheduler returns \none", the state is �nished and successors of the state arescheduled. In Section 3 we presented a simpli�ed example in which the scheduler chooses a subset of theavailable operations for scheduling. However, the iterative method described here is necessary in generalbecause the operations available for scheduling in a state n can depend on the set of operations alreadyscheduled in n. For example, consider the simple program fragment in Figure 5. Assuming that theparallel machine performs reads before writes, it is clear that both a and b can be scheduled together inthe �rst (and only) state n0. However, b cannot be scheduled in n0 unless a is also scheduled in n0|thatis, b is not available for scheduling in n0 unless a is scheduled in n0. Otherwise, if the set of availableoperations were simply fa; bg, then the scheduler could choose to schedule b in n0 and a in n0's successor,which is incorrect.A second constraint is placed on the available operations. At any moment there is a set of operationsA that are available for scheduling associated with a state n. There are two ways that A can be updated.First, the procedure call update-one(n;A; xi) returns a pair consisting of the updated state with operationsops(n) [ fxig and the new set of available operations given that xi has been scheduled. Second, when nis complete we wish to compute the set of available operations in the successors of n. The procedure callnext(n;A) maps n and A to a set of pairs fhnj ; Ajig where for every branch cj 2 branch(n), nj is a new(empty) node, nj = succ-on-branch(n; cj), and Aj is the set of operations available in nj . Implementationsof procedures update-one and next are given in Section 5.2One can imagine even more powerful schedulers; for example, a scheduler having global information about not just onestate at a time, but all states at all times. Because scheduling is inherently a very hard problem, however, it is not clearthat this extra theoretical power translates into any practical advantage over the scheme presented here; see Section 8.11



a: j i?b: i i + 1Figure 5: A simple program.Constraint 4.3 Consider an arbitrary set of available operations A, state n, and operation x. Thenthere exists a set of operations B such that8i update-one(m;Ai; xj+i) = hm0; Bii where ops(m) = ops(n)i andops(m0) = ops(n)i [ fxj+igFurthermore, there exist sets of operations Aj and states nj for 1 � j � jbranch(n)j such that8i next(m;Ai) = fhnj ; Aijig where ops(m) = ops(n)iConstraint 4.3 says that the operations available may depend on which operations have already beenscheduled and the relative distance (in iterations) between operations already scheduled, but it cannotdepend on the actual values of the iterations of operations already scheduled. In the implementationof update-one, the result node is simply n updated to include the operation xj+i (see Section 5.2).Whether Constraint 4.3 is satis�ed or not depends on the form of the data dependence analysis used tomaintain operation availability information. Standard data dependence graphs satisfy Constraint 4.3, asdo extensions to dependence graphs, such as labeling edges with constant distance vectors [PBJ+91]. Infact, as far as we know, every proposed representation of dependence information satis�es this constraint.Constraint 4.3 is needed to rule out pathological cases like Figure 4, where irregular dependence analysisleads to incorrect schedules.4.2 The AlgorithmThe software pipelining algorithm is given in Figure 6. Given an initial set of available operations, theprocedure pipeline invokes the procedure schedule-state to build a single state, and then to build statesfor all the branches of that state, and so on. If at any point the algorithm encounters the same set ofavailable operations (modulo iteration numbers) a second time, it uses the previously scheduled state.The algorithm never backtracks to explore alternative schedules. While a backtracking version could bedesigned easily, we feel a backtracking algorithm would be too slow to be practical.The order in which pipeline processes the successors of a scheduled state is unspeci�ed and makes nodi�erence in the �nal parallel program. The order in which states are scheduled can make a di�erence in12



procedure schedule-state (n;A)while schedule(ops(n); A) 6= none dolet x = schedule(ops(n); A) inhn;Ai  update-one(n;A; x)return hn;Aiprocedure pipeline(A)8X scheduled-before[X ] nolet r be an empty node in todo  fhr; Aigwhile 9hn;Ai 2 todo doif 9j s.t. scheduled-before[Aj ] 6= no thenn scheduled-before[Aj ]todo  todo � fhn;Aigelse let hn;A0i = schedule-state (n;A) andf: : : hni; Aii : : :g = next(n;A0) inscheduled-before[A] ntodo  (todo [ f: : :hni; Aii : : :g)� fhn;AigFigure 6: The software pipelining algorithm.the e�ciency of the available operations computation; in Section 5 we present a slightly modi�ed versionof the algorithm in Figure 6 that processes states in an e�cient order.We use Constraints 4.2 and 4.3 to prove the correctness of the software pipelining algorithm inFigure 6. Let L be a sequential loop and let L0 be the result of software pipelining. We show that L � L0.As a �rst step in the proof, we must assume that the available operation analysis is correct. Intuitively,the available operation analysis is correct if any schedule that is consistent with the analysis preservesprogram semantics. We use the program in Figure 7 to formalize this intuition. This program is identicalto the one in Figure 6 except that it does not reuse previously scheduled states. Let L1 be the (in�nite)parallel program de�ned by this algorithm for a loop L. The available operation analysis is correct if forany choice of scheduler L1 � L.The essential step in proving the correctness of procedure pipeline is to show that every execution ofL1 is also an execution of L0.Lemma 4.4 Let L0 = pipeline(A) and let L1 = pipeline2(A). For all k, if there is an executionhhn0; s0i; : : : ; hnk; skii of L1, then there is an execution hhn00; s0i; : : : ; hn0k; skii of L0.Proof: The proof is by induction on on the length of an execution. For the base case, let e = hhn0; s0iibe an execution of L1. Consider how the initial states of L1 and L0 are built. The initial set of availableoperations A is the same for both. Now, in procedure pipeline we have scheduled-before[A] = no, becauseinitially no states are scheduled. Then schedule-state (n;A) = hn0; Bi. Clearly e = hhn0; s0ii is anexecution of L0. 13



procedure pipeline2(A)let r be an empty node intodo  fhr; Aig(� Condition of the while is always true �)while 9hn;Ai 2 todo dolet hn;A0i = schedule-state (n;A) andf: : :hni; Aii : : :g = next(n;A0) intodo  (todo [ f: : :hni; Aii : : :g)� fhn;AigFigure 7: An algorithm that de�nes an in�nite parallel program.For the induction step, assume that e = hhn0; s0i; : : : ; hni; siii is an execution of L1 and that e0 =hhn00; s0i; : : : ; hn0i; siii is an execution of L0. Furthermore, assume that there exists a k such that whenthe states ni and n0i were scheduled, the sets of available operations were A in procedure pipeline2 andAk in procedure pipeline respectively. Finally, assume that ops(ni) = ops(n0i)k. It is easy to check thatall of these assumptions hold after the base case.If ni = fstopg then ni and n0i are �nal states and we are done. Otherwise, in the next transition wehave �(hni; sii) = hni+1; si+1i�(hn0i; sii) = hn0i+1; si+1iThe stores must be the same in the two transitions since, by hypothesis, ni and n0i have the sameoperations. Let c be the branch taken in state hni; sii. Note c is also taken in state hn0i; sii, because niand n0i have the same operations evaluated in the same store. To �nish the proof, we need to show thatni+1 and n0i+1 have the same operations, possibly di�ering in iteration numbers used by the pipeliningalgorithm. That is, we must show that ops(ni+1) = ops(n0i+1)j for some j.Consider once more the state of the two software pipelining algorithms when ni+1 and n0i+1 are sched-uled. By Constraint 4.3 and the induction hypothesis, hm;Bi 2 next(ni; A) and hm0; Bki 2 next(n0i; Ak)where m and m0 are fresh, empty states on branch c from ni and n0i respectively. Now there are twocases. For the �rst case, assume 8j scheduled-before[Bj ] = no when hm0; Bki is removed from the todolist by pipeline. In L1, let schedule-state (m;B) = hni+1; Ci. Then, by Constraints 4.2 and 4.3, in L0 wehave schedule-state (m0; Bk) = hn0i+1; Cki and ops(ni+1) = ops(n0i+1)k.For the second case, assume that, when hm0; Bki is removed from the todo list by pipeline, there is a jsuch that scheduled-before[Bj ] = n0. Then n0 was scheduled in L0 using available operations Bj . The restof the argument is symmetric to the case above, using Bj in place of Bk and the fact that n0i+1 = n0. 2Constraints 4.2 and 4.3 are needed to prove Lemma 4.4. These constraints ensure that having thesame operations available for two states implies that all possible branches from those states are also be14



the same. Combining the correctness condition for the available operation analysis and Lemma 4.4 givesa proof of correctness.Theorem 4.5 If procedure pipeline produces a loop L0 from an initial loop L, then L � L0.Proof: To prove L � L0 we must show 8s �(L; s) = �(L0; s). First �(L; s) = �(L1; s), since byassumption the available operations analysis is correct. By Lemma 4.4 every execution of L1 is also anexecution of L0, so �(L; s) = �(L0; s). 24.3 TerminationTheorem 4.5 proves that the software pipelining algorithm produces only correct results, but it does notshow that it always terminates. To show termination, we must prove that the todo set in procedurepipeline is eventually empty. The todo set decreases in size when there is a pair hn;Ai such that forsome j, Aj has been scheduled previously. Let � be the equivalence relation on sets of operationsA � B , 9j s:t: A = Bj . If we assume that the procedure schedule-state always terminates, then toprove termination it is su�cient to show that there are only �nitely many equivalence classes under �.Unfortunately, there may be in�nitely many equivalence classes and in fact the procedure pipelineis not necessarily terminating under the constraints given so far. Consider, for example, what happensif the A sets simply increase in size on each recursive call. A necessary condition for A � B is thatjAj = jBj; if there are sets of unbounded cardinality, then there are in�nitely many equivalence classes.An additional constraint is placed on the availability information to limit the size of the set of operationsavailable for scheduling.Constraint 4.6 There is a constant k such that for all possible availability sets A, if xj 2 A then noyh 2 A for any h � j + k.This constraint states that operations can be available from at most k consecutive iterations at one time.Thus, the scheduler has a \sliding window" of operations and until operations in the �rst iteration arescheduled, the window cannot be shifted to include a new iteration at the end.Lemma 4.7 Constraint 4.6 ensures that there are only �nitely many equivalence classes of sets of oper-ations under �.Proof: If there are n operations in a loop body and k consecutive iterations can appear in A, thenevery available operation set is a subset of f: : : ; xc+jii ; : : :g for some c, 0 � i < n, and 0 � ji < k. 2The value k of Constraint 4.6 is a parameter of the software pipelining algorithm. It need not be thesame for every loop scheduled (i.e., it can be computed dynamically), but it must have a maximum valuefor any particular loop. Also, it is not necessary to make the window an integral number of iterations.Partial iterations work just as well, although the details of the implementation are a bit more complex.While Constraint 4.6 is motivated by the need to guarantee termination, it also leads to a goodimplementation of the procedure pipeline. The most expensive part of pipeline is checking whether the15



current set of available operations A has ever been scheduled before for some Aj . For a window size ofk iterations, operation availability information for iterations j through j + k � 1 can be represented asa bit vector of length kn, where n is the number of operations in the sequential loop. The bit hn + i is1 if operation xj+hi is available for scheduling; otherwise it is 0. When iteration j has been completelyscheduled (this occurs when the �rst n bits are all 0) the bit vector is shifted left n bits, discardinginformation for iteration j, and the last n bits are set to reect the availability of operations in iterationj+ k. With this representation, checking whether the same availability information has been seen beforeonly requires checking whether the same bit vector has been seen before, which can be implemented verye�ciently through hashing.5 Available OperationsAvailable operations analysis plays a role in our algorithm similar to the role global data-ow analysisplays in traditional optimizing compilers. An algorithm for computing available operations was �rstgiven in [EN89] (for historical reasons, available operations were termed \uni�able-ops" in [EN89]). Inthis section we give a new presentation of available operations. While functionally equivalent to thealgorithms of [EN89], our presentation is both simpler and more direct, and the �nal algorithms areeasier to implement. The development is divided into two parts. First, we show how to compute theinitial set of available operations. Second, we show how to incrementally update the information inresponse to decisions made by the scheduler. At the end of the section we prove the correctness of theanalysis and discuss some e�ciency considerations.5.1 Computing Available OperationsRecall that Constraint 4.6 forces the available operations to span no more than k iterations of a loop.Therefore, to compute the operations available for scheduling it is su�cient to examine at most k iterationsof a loop. Since any number of unrolled iterations form a loopless (acyclic) program, we restrict theproblem of computing available operations to an analysis of loopless programs.Computing available operations requires the use of dependence analysis between operations. There aremany variations on dependence analysis in the literature that satisfy our requirements (Constraint 4.3)and it is beyond the scope of this paper to include them here [KKP+81, FOW87, PBJ+91]. The algo-rithms in this section are presented using an abstract mechanism for dependence. By using a particulardependence analysis representation the algorithms can be made more e�cient. We use the followingde�nitions to model dependence analysis.De�nition 5.1 A location is either a memory address or a register. For operations x and y and sets ofoperations X we de�ne: 16



a: if a < b���	 t @@@Rfb: j := j + 1 c: h := jFigure 8: Operation b can kill a reference live at the root.write(x) = the set of locations x may write write(X) = Sx2X write(x)kill(x) = the set of locations x must write kill(X) = Sx2X kill(x)read(x) = the set of locations x may read read(X) = Sx2X read(x)depends(x; y) = write(x) \ (read(y) [ write(y)) 6= ; depends(X; y) = 9x 2 X s.t. depends(x; y)The set write(x) (resp. read(x)) must include every location x could ever write (resp. read). The setkill(x) must include only locations x always writes. Two di�erent sets write(x) and kill(x) are de�nedbecause dependence analysis must be conservative in general; it is not always possible to know at compile-time exactly which locations an operation may read or write. The predicate depends(x; y) is true if theremay be a dependence from x to y.De�ning correct available operation analysis requires identifying the operations that cannot be avail-able because of potential data dependence violations. Assume that x precedes y on a path and depends(x; y)is true. Then clearly y cannot be available on that path until x is scheduled, or else y could be scheduledbefore x, resulting in a dependence violation. The following dataow equation speci�es the operationsreachable from state n that are not data dependent on an intervening operation:nodeps(n) = ops(n) [ (( [n02succ(n)nodeps(n0))� fxjdepends(ops(n); x)g)Since the program fragment P being analyzed is loopless, nodeps(n) can be computed for all n by a singlebottom-up traversal of the control-ow graph for P .The program in Figure 8 illustrates another situation in which an operation cannot be available. Inthis case, operation b cannot be available for scheduling in the �rst state, because its de�nition of j couldchange the value read by the reference to j in operation c. In standard compiler terminology, locationj is live at the �rst state, and b can kill c's reference to j. Clearly, any operation that can kill a livereference cannot be available.The second component of the available operations analysis is a computation of live references. Areference to location l is live at a state n if there is a state reachable from n where l is (potentially)read and there is no intervening write of l. A conventional live reference analysis is not su�cient for ourpurposes; instead, we wish to compute live references discounting the e�ect of a particular operation x.More precisely, we wish to know the set of live references assuming that x has been moved to the rootstate of the program. In this case, to say \x has been moved to the root" means that all occurrences of17



x that can potentially move to the root are not counted in the live variable computation. The intuitivejusti�cation behind this computation is that when moving an operation x in the schedule, it is necessaryto check if x will kill live references in its new position. However, in deciding whether or not x will killlive references in its new position one should not count references of x itself in its current position.The following dataow equation de�nes the set of locations live at state n modulo operation x:live(n; x) = read(Y ) [ (( [n02succ(n)Zn0)� kill(Y ))where Zn0 = ( live(n0; x) if x 2 nodeps(n0)live(n0; stop) otherwisewhere Y = ops(n)� fxgThe two cases in the de�nition of Zn0 distinguish between the cases where occurrences of x can orcannot be blocked by data dependencies. If there is an occurrence of x on a path that is not blockedby data dependencies (i.e., x 2 nodeps(n0)) then that occurrence of x is discounted in the live referencecomputation (i.e., live(n0; x)). If there is no occurrence of x that can potentially move, then all livereferences are counted (i.e., live(n0; stop) counts all references, since stop has no e�ect on the store). Aswith the computation of nodeps, live(n; x) can be computed for all states n and operations x by a singlebottom-up traversal of the control-ow graph for P . Some further improvements to the e�ciency of thisprocedure are discussed at the end of the section.Let r be the initial state (or root) of P . An operation x is available for scheduling in r if it satis�esthree conditions: x is in nodeps(r), x does not kill any live reference in operations other than x, and x isin the \sliding window" of operations. Recall that Constraint 4.6 requires that operations from no morethan k consecutive iterations be available for any state. For a set of available operations A, let min-it(A)be the minimum iteration number of any operation in A.available(r) = fxijxi 2 R and i�min-it(R) < kgwhere R = nodeps(r)� fxjwrite(x) \ live(r; x) 6= ;gNote that we are concerned with live references only at the root r; operations that potentially killlive references at an internal state n are included in nodeps(n). The program in Figure 9 illustrates thissituation. Unlike Figure 8, the reference to j in operation c is not live at the root because it reads thevalue written by d. The important observation is that any operation that can kill a reference that is notlive at the root (e.g. b can kill c's reference to j) must be dependent on some preceding operation (e.g.depends(d; b)). That is, a reference to j that is not live at the root must be preceded by an operation thatwrites j; this operation prevents other operations that could write j from being available at the root.The most expensive part of computing available(r) is computing live(r; x) for every operation x. Thee�ciency of the naive procedure described above can be improved in two ways. First, it is not necessaryto compute live(r; x) for every x; it is su�cient to compute it only for those operations in nodeps(r),because nodeps(r) is a superset of the operations available for scheduling. Second, operations that kill18



d: j := 1?a: if a < b���	 t @@@Rfb: j := j + 1 c: h := jFigure 9: Operation b can kill j, but j is not live at the root.live references could be detected earlier in the computation instead of checking only at the root; we havenot given this alternative to simplify the presentation.5.2 Maintaining Available OperationsWe �rst describe at a high level how available operations are maintained, after which we give implemen-tations of the procedures next and update-one. Let P be a sequential loopless program. We add an emptystate r (a state with no operations) to P and make it the root; r is the initial state in procedure pipeline(see Figure 6). This empty state r will be �lled with operations chosen by the scheduler.The next step is to compute the dataow analysis of Section 5.1. At this point the set of operationsavailable for scheduling in state r is available(r).Once the initial global analysis of P is completed, we are ready to begin scheduling states. Whenstate n is scheduled, it is �rst �lled with operations (by schedule-state), and then hn;Ai is removed fromthe todo set and n's successors are added to the todo set. A state in the todo set is a frontier state. At anypoint in the incremental development of the parallelized loop, every frontier state of the parallel loop hasthe property that its known predecessors have been scheduled and its successors have yet to be scheduled.(The \unknown" predecessors are those that are added through backedges inserted that complete thesoftware pipelined loop.) Available operations are needed only for the frontier states; predecessors offrontier states are never modi�ed. When procedure pipeline terminates, there are no frontier states andthe (modi�ed) program P is the parallel loop.Figure 10 gives a generic snapshot of the algorithm's data structures during scheduling. The statesabove the line labeled A are parallel states, already scheduled by the algorithm. These states are arrangedas a tree, except where backedges have been added by pipelining. The states between the lines A and Bare the frontier states. These are empty states that have yet to be �lled with operations. The states belowline B are states of the original sequential loop. Conceptually, these states are not part of the parallelloop; they are used instead to compute the available operations information for the frontier states.The �rst todo set is fhr; available(r)ig. Thus, initially r is the only frontier state. The procedurepipeline selects a pair hr; available(r)i from todo and �lls it with operations by calling schedule-state(r; available(r)).The procedure schedule-state in turn calls update-one one or more times to choose the scheduled oper-19
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Figure 10: A snapshot of software pipelining during scheduling.ations (see Figure 6). The procedure call update-one(available(r); r; x) performs two tasks. First, x isdeleted from interior states of P and x is added to the frontier state r. Thus, this transformation movesx to r from its original place in the sequential schedule. (Some copies of x may have to remain in interiorstates of P if x cannot move on all paths to the frontier state; see the discussion below.) When a test ismoved to r the control ow of P must be modi�ed to preserve P 's semantics. Second, the sets nodepsand live are updated where necessary.An important fact is that both the deletion of x and updating of the nodeps and live sets can berestricted to a relatively small subset of the states of P ; this property makes the incremental costof maintaining available operations reasonable. The new set of available operations is (the updated)available(r).When the scheduling of r is complete, next(r; A) = fhri; Aiig is the set of (empty) successors ri ofr and the corresponding sets of available operations Ai. We implement next(r; A) by inserting a new,empty state ri before each succ(r; ci) on branch ci 2 branch(r). The set available(ri) is exactly the setof operations available for scheduling on branch ci from r. Note that the ri are new frontier states ofP . This implementation of next allows P (and therefore the available operation analysis) to be sharedamong all elements of the todo set. As scheduling proceeds there will be multiple frontier states in P ,one for each element in todo. An implementation of next is given in Figure 11.Lemma 5.2 Let P 0 be P with the modi�cations performed by next. Then P 0 � P .Proof: Procedure next only inserts empty nodes in P . 2To complete the description of available operations we must give an implementation of procedureupdate-one. We could do this trivially in terms of the local transformations of Percolation Scheduling20



procedure next(r; A)for each ci 2 branch(r) dolet ri be a fresh empty state, n = succ-on-branch(r; ci) insucc-on-branch(r; ci) risucc-on-branch(ri; hi) nnodeps(ri) nodeps(n)live(ri; x) live(n; x) for all operations xreturn fhri; available(ri)ijri as de�ned abovegFigure 11: Implementation of next.[Nic85], but for completeness we describe a direct implementation that is closer to the way it should bedone in practice. Let r be a frontier state of P , let x = schedule(ops(r); available(r)), and assume thatx 6= none. We �rst describe how x is deleted from P and added to r when x is an assignment; this isthe easier case. Moving an operation x while preserving P 's semantics is a little subtle because x maybe available at the frontier state but still blocked by data dependencies on some paths. The program inFigure 12a illustrates this situation. In this example, c is available at the root because c does not kill anyreferences live at the root and because there is a path from the root to c (in this case passing throughthe false branch of a) such that c is not dependent on any operation on the path. However, there may beother paths from the root to c (in this case passing through the true branch of a) such that c is dependenton some operation on the path; clearly, c cannot be deleted from such a path. In addition, there mayeven be paths from other frontier states to c (represented by the incoming edge from e). If c is moved toroot in Figure 12 it still must be preserved on paths from other frontier states.As illustrated in Figure 12b, this problem can be resolved by duplicating states so that no instance ofthe operation being moved is shared between paths where it can move and paths where it cannot move.In this example, only the single state containing c needs to be duplicated, but in general multiple statesmay have to be duplicated. In Figure 12c, state c has been deleted and the operation moved to the root.It is easy to verify that the program in Figure 12c is equivalent to the program in Figure 12a.To formalize which states are duplicated and which states are deleted we need some additional de�ni-tions and notation. A path is a sequence of states hn1; : : : ; nki such that ni+1 2 succ(ni) for all 1 � i < k.A state nk is covered by a state n1 for operation x if there is a path hn1; : : : ; nki such that operation x isin nodeps(ni) for every ni on the path:covered(n1; x) = fnkj there exists is a path hn1; : : : ; nki s.t. 8i; 1 � i � k x 2 nodeps(ni)gWe say a path is covered by (n; x) if every state of the path is in covered(n; x). When an operation x ismoved to a frontier state r it should be deleted only from paths that are covered by (r; x); other pathsshould be left unchanged. The simplest case is if every path to x is covered by (r; x). We say a looplessprogram P is delete consistent for (r; x) if for every n 2 covered(r; x) such that n = fxg, every path froma frontier state to n is covered by (r; x). If P is delete consistent for (r; x), then x is not blocked by data21



root:?a: if a < 0���	 t ?fb: j := 1@@@R e���	c: j := j + 1?d(a) Before c is moved.
root:?a: if a < 0���	 t ?fb: j := 1?e@@@Rj := j + 1@@@R c: j := j + 1���	d(b) Delete consistent.

root: j := j + 1?a: if a < 0?t @@@Rf db: j := 1?e@@@Rj := j + 1?d(c) After c is moved.Figure 12: Moving an assignment.dependencies on any path to the frontier state r. Hence, we can delete states n = fxg in covered(r; x),update the predecessors of n to point to n's successor, and add x to r.Lemma 5.3 Let x be an assignment such that x 2 available(r) and let N = fnjn = fxg and n 2covered(r; x)g. Assume that P is delete consistent for (r; x). Let P 0 be P with the following changes.(Recall that hi is the empty branch|see Section 2.)� modify each n0 where succ-on-branch(n0; c) = n for some n 2 N so that succ-on-branch(n0; c) =succ(n; hi)� delete every n 2 N� r r [ fxgThen P � P 0.Proof: For brevity we only sketch the proof. The transformation can be implemented by a sequenceof semantics-preserving Percolation Scheduling transformations between adjacent nodes [Nic85]. Sinceeach individual Percolation Scheduling transformation preserves program semantics, the entire sequencepreserves program semantics. 2Of course, Lemma 5.3 only applies if P is delete consistent. We next show how to make an arbitraryloopless program delete consistent for (r; x). The set of predecessors of a state n is pred(n) = fn0jn 2succ(n0)g. The following lemma gives an easy test for determining whether P is delete consistent.Lemma 5.4 P is delete consistent for (r; x) i� n 2 covered(r; x)) pred(n) � covered(r; x).22



root:?a: a := 1?b: if b < 0���	 t @@@Rfc d(a) Before b is moved. root: if b < 0���	 t @@@Rfa: a := 1? a0: a := 1?c d(b) After b is moved.Figure 13: Moving a test.Proof: If every predecessor of a member of covered(r; x) is in covered(r; x), then clearly every path fromr to n 2 covered(r; x) is covered by (r; x). For the other direction, assume that there is an n 2 covered(r; x)and for some n0 2 pred(n), n0 62 covered(r; x). Then there must be a path from some frontier state r0 ofthe form hr0; : : : ; n0; ni. This path is not covered by (r; x). 2The following algorithm makes P delete consistent for (r; x). Let C = covered(r; x). Iterate thefollowing two steps until no n is chosen in (1):(1) Choose n 2 C such that some p in pred(n) is not also in C.(2) Let n0 be a duplicate of n and for every p 2 pred(n) such that p 62 C, if succ-on-branch(p; c) = nthen modify p so that succ-on-branch(p; c) = n0.Note that this algorithm copies the minimum number of states needed to make P delete consistent.Once P is delete consistent the steps of Lemma 5.3 can be applied to move x to the frontier state.All that remains is to update the nodeps and live sets. States that are duplicated in making P deleteconsistent retain the nodeps and live information of the original state. The set of states for which theanalysis can change is covered(r; x). Since both nodeps and live are computed bottom-up, the analysiscan be updated in a single bottom-up pass over the paths covered by (r; x).Finally, we show how to update the available operations in the case where the instruction chosenby update-one is a test. Let r be a frontier state of P , and let x = schedule(ops(r); available(r)). Forupdate-one to move a test x while preserving P 's semantics, it is necessary to modify the control owof P . Intuitively, we duplicate all the covered paths from r to x; the original set of paths leads to thesuccessor on x's true branch, the duplicate set of paths leads to the successor on x's false branch. Thistransformation is illustrated in Figures 13. The program in Figure 13a is already delete consistent for(root; b). When b is moved to root in Figure 13b, state a is duplicated on b's true and false branches topreserve control ow. Recall that a branch c is a truth assignment to tests hx1 = b1; : : : ; xn = bni wherebi is one of true or false. The following lemma shows how to move a test to a frontier state.23



Lemma 5.5 Let P be a program with frontier state r and let x 2 available(r) where x is a test. AssumeP is delete consistent for (r; x) and let X = covered(r; x) in P . Program P 0 is P with the followingmodi�cations performed in order:(1) For each n 2 X , let n0 be a state such that ops(n) = ops(n0) and for each c 2 branch(n)succ-on-branch(n0; c) = 8><>: n1 if n1 62 covered(r; x)n01 if n1 2 covered(r; x) and ops(n1) 6= fxgsucc-on-branch(n1; hx = false i) if n1 2 covered(r; x) and ops(n1) = fxgwhere n1 = succ-on-branch(n; c).(2) For each n 2 X , if succ-on-branch(n; c) = n1 and ops(n1) = fxg, then modify n so that succ-on-branch(n; c) =succ-on-branch(n1; hx = true i)(3) For each c 2 branch(r) where c = hx1 = b1; : : : ; xn = bni and n = succ-on-branch(r; c) dosucc-on-branch(r; hx = true; x1 = b1; : : : ; xn = bni) = nsucc-on-branch(r; hx = false; x1 = b1; : : : ; xn = bni) = ( n if n 62 Xn0 if n 2 X(4) Let ops(r) ops(r) [ fxgThen P � P 0. 3Proof: Again, for brevity we only sketch the proof. It is easy to verify that P 0 preserves the controlow of P . As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, the transformation can be expressed as a sequence of localtransformations between adjacent nodes. 2Part (1) of Lemma 5.5 duplicates covered paths by creating a copy n0 of every state in covered(r; x)and by assigning successors so that the paths formed by the n0 lead to the false branch of x. Part (2)modi�es the original states in covered(r; x) so that they lead to the true branch of x. Part (3) modi�es thebranches of r to point to the original nodes if x is true and to the copied nodes if x is false. A descriptionof procedure update-one is given in Figure 14.The implementation we have described is somewhat naive and there are ine�ciencies that can beeliminated at the cost of greater complexity in the algorithm. Most of the potential problems are relatedto space explosion, either in the size of the �nal code or in the size of intermediate data structures usedby the algorithm. Some states that are initially di�erent may become identical as a result of schedulingoperations. This observation applies to both states in the parallel schedule and states that have yet tobe scheduled. A good implementation should merge states that are identical and are on identical paths.When performed on the states of the parallel schedule, this optimization reduces the size of the �nalcode.3Note that in this construction the original states containing x are not removed from P , but they become unreachablebecause control-ow is redirected around them. 24



procedure update-one(r; A; x)make P delete consistent for (r; x) (Lemma 5.4)X  covered(r; x)if x is an assignment thenperform steps in Lemma 5.3else perform steps in Lemma 5.5update nodeps and live for n 2 X and any states added by Lemma 5.5return (hr; available(r)i)Figure 14: Implementation of procedure update-one.A separate potential problem lies in the de�nition of delete consistency. Making the sequential pro-gram delete consistent prior to moving an operation x may result in duplicating many states of thesequential program. These duplicates cannot subsequently be merged because x occurs on one set ofpaths in its original position (i.e., on those paths where x was blocked by a data dependence) and noton the set of paths where x was moved. A partial solution is to move x as far as possible on the pathswhere it is blocked by a data dependence, thus allowing some sharing of common paths. Some schedulingsystems have this property [Nic85, ME92]. However, this optimization may be of marginal value in ouralgorithm, because of the duplicated states of the sequential program are soon eliminated by subsequentscheduling anyway.Another approach to improving the e�ciency of the techniques presented here is to use a representationother than the control-ow graph for computing available operations. The obvious alternative is to usesome form of the program dependence graph, which admits more e�cient algorithms for some purposes(see [LA92, AJLS92] for uses of program dependence graphs in the context of software pipelining). Wehave presented our techniques using a control-ow graph representation for simplicity only|there is nobarrier to using other, potentially faster, representations in an implementation.5.3 Correctness of the AnalysisIn Section 4, we assumed the available operations analysis was correct to prove the correctness of thesoftware pipelining algorithm. Recall that the available operations analysis is correct if L1 � L, whereL is a sequential loop and L1 is the in�nite parallel program computed by pipeline2. In this section weprove that the implementation of available operations given in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 is correct.Lemma 5.6 Let L1 be the program de�ned by pipeline2 for some loop L. Then for any scheduler,L1 � L.Proof: Let P1 be the (in�nite) acyclic program formed by full unrolling of L. Apply pipeline2 usingP1 for the available operations analysis and let L1 be the �nal program. Each transformation of P1 by25



next or update-one preserves the semantics of P1 by Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5. Therefore, L � P1 � L1.25.4 Managing the WindowFor performance reasons, it is obviously desirable to minimize the number of iterations of L that areactually used in the available operations analysis. It is possible to use only a few iterations of P becauseConstraint 4.6 forces the available operations analysis for any state to span no more than k iterations ofloop L. In this section we show that the number of iterations needed for available operations analysiscan be limited to k.The only problem with limiting the number of iterations used in the analysis is that di�erent frontiernodes may require available operations from di�erent iteration windows. For example, for a frontier stater operations may be available from iterations i to i+k�1, but for another frontier state r0 operations maybe available from iterations i+ c to i+ k+ c� 1. In a naive implementation, P must contain operationsfrom iterations i through i + k + c � 1 to cover both frontier states. Fortunately, this is not necessary.We can �rst schedule r using iterations i to i+ k� 1 and any other states that have operations availablefrom iteration i. Once all states with operations available from iteration i are scheduled, a new iterationof L can be added to P and the window shifted to i+ 1 to i+ k.Figure 15 is a modi�ed version of pipeline. In this implementation, all frontier states that haveoperations available from iteration i are scheduled before any frontier states that have operations availablefrom iteration i + 1. A new iteration is added to P only when every state that has operations availablefrom iteration i is already scheduled. Thus, P always contains the minimal number of iterations anditerations are added to P as infrequently as possible.There is one detail omitted from Figure 15. When the ith iteration of L is added to P , the live setsof the leaf states (i.e. the states at the end of iteration i) must be initialized to the set of locations liveat the end of iteration i.6 ResourcesResource allocation is a critical issue for software pipelining algorithms. In this section, we show howthe allocation of functional units can be smoothly integrated into our software pipelining algorithm.Our approach to incorporating functional resources is similar to the reservation table methods used indynamic scheduling algorithms [Bae80]. To describe the modi�cations to the algorithm that accommodatefunctional resources we require some additional de�nitions. Let ff1; : : : ; fng be the set of functional unitsfor a machine. We drop the assumption that every operation executes in a single cycle and assume that cis the greatest number of cycles required by any operation. A reservation table is an n�c array of booleanvalues, where entry (i; j) is true i� resource fi is busy at cycle j. For an operation x, the reservationtable resources(x) describes the resources required by x in each cycle of x's execution.There is one di�culty in extending the model to multi-cycle operations. If an operation x requires26



procedure pipeline(A)8X scheduled-before[X ] noP  k iterations of L with empty root rtodo  fhr; Aigitnum  0while todo 6= ; dobeginwhile 9hn;Ai 2 todo such that min-it(A) = itnum dobeginif 9j s.t. scheduled-before[Aj ] 6= no thenn scheduled-before[Aj ]todo  todo � fhn;Aigelse let hn;A0i = schedule-state (n;A) andf: : : hni; Aii : : :g = next(n;A0) intodo  (todo [ f: : :hni; Aii : : :g)� fhn;Aigscheduled-before[A] nenditnum  itnum + 1add one iteration of L to end of P and update analysisend Figure 15: The modi�ed software pipelining algorithm.
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multiple cycles to complete, then its result is not available for multiple cycles. However, data dependenciesand resource constraints alone do not prevent operations that depend on x's result from being scheduledin the cycle after x is initiated. We resolve this problem by treating an i-cycle operation x as i one-cycleoperations; operations that depend on the result of x are dependent on the last operation in the chain.To guarantee legal schedules, it is necessary to constrain the i unit-cycle operations to be scheduled insuccessive cycles without interruption. This constraint can be encapsulated entirely within the policy forselecting operations to schedule and thus does not a�ect the overall structure of the software pipeliningalgorithm.To allocate functional units, the software pipelining algorithm is modi�ed so that when a state n isscheduled there is a reservation table associated with n describing resource usage at that point in theschedule. The scheduler is modi�ed so that it chooses an operation that is both available and for whichresources can be allocated. Two reservation tables R1 and R2 are compatible if they do not require thesame functional unit in the same cycle; i.e. there is no point (i; j) such that R1(i; j) = true = R2(i; j).If the reservation table R is associated with state n, then the scheduler must choose an operation x toschedule in n such that compatible(R; resources(x)). The following constraint modi�es Constraint 4.2 toinclude reservation tables.Constraint 6.1 Let X and A be sets of operations and let R be a reservation table. The sched-uler is a function that takes a set of already scheduled operations, available operations, and reser-vation table and returns an operation. In addition, if X = ; and there exists an x 2 A such thatcompatible(resources(x); R), then schedule(ops(n); A; R) 6= none (i.e. the scheduler must choose an oper-ation in every state if possible). Finally, we require that(9xj 8i schedule(X i; Ai; R) = xk+ij ; xk+ij 2 Ai; and compatible(resources(xk+ij ); R)) W(8i schedule(X i; Ai; R) = none)The procedures next and update-one must also be modi�ed to update reservation tables to reect thechanges in available resources when operations are scheduled. The procedure call next(n;A;R) shouldadvance the reservation table R by one cycle to reect the fact that in successors of n the resources usedin the �rst cycle of R are no longer reserved. The procedure call update-one(n;A;R; x) should not onlyupdate n and A, but also update R by adding the resources required by x.The next constraint modi�es Constraint 4.3 to include reservation tables. The logical or of tworeservations tables R1 _ R2 is a table R such that R(i; j) = R1(i; j) _ R2(i; j). The reservation tableadvance(R) is a table R0 such that R0(i; j) = R(i; j+ 1) for j < c and R(i; c) = false.Constraint 6.2 Consider an arbitrary set of available operations A, state n, operation x, and reservationtable R. Then there exists a set of operations B such that8i update-one(m;Ai; R; xj+i) = hm0; Bi; R _ resources(xj)i where ops(m) = ops(n)i andops(m0) = ops(n)i [ fxj+ig28



procedure schedule-state (n;A;R)while schedule(ops(n); A; R) 6= none dolet x = schedule(ops(n); A; R) inhn;A;Ri  update-one(n;A;R; x)return hn;A;Riprocedure pipeline(A)8X;R scheduled-before[X;R] nolet r be an empty node, R be an empty reservation table intodo  fhr; A;Rigwhile 9hn;A;Ri 2 todo doif 9j s.t. scheduled-before[Aj ; R] 6= no thenn scheduled-before[Aj ; R]todo  todo � fhn;Aigelse let hn;A0; R0i = schedule-state (n;A;R) andfhni; Ai; R00ig = next(n;A0; R0) intodo  (todo [ fhni; Ai; R00ig)� fhn;A;Rigscheduled-before[A;R] nFigure 16: The software pipelining algorithm.Furthermore, there exist sets of operations Aj and states nj for 1 � j � jbranch(n)j such that8i next(m;Ai; R) = fhnj ; Aij ; advance(R)ig where ops(m) = ops(n)iFigure 16 gives a modi�ed version of the software pipelining algorithm that includes reservation tables.For simplicity, the modi�cations are presented to the original algorithm in Figure 6 rather than the moree�cient version in Figure 15. Note that the detection of repeating states now involves both the set ofavailable operations and the reservation table. Using Constraints 6.1 and 6.2, it is straightforward toadapt the original proof of correctness of the software pipelining to prove the correctness of the algorithmin Figure 16. Termination is still guaranteed because there are only a �nite number of reservation tablesand therefore repeating states are guaranteed to occur.6.1 Register AllocationRegisters are another critical resource that must be utilized e�ectively to achieve good results in practice.Traditional register allocation can interact very badly with software pipelining. If register assignmentis performed before scheduling|the usual practice|then software pipelining may produce poor results,because the register allocator may unnecessarily reuse registers, thus adding data dependences to theprogram. Our approach is to modify an initial register allocation \on the y" during software pipelining.The basic technique is easy to describe; it is based on a similar technique of Ebcio�glu[Ebc87]. Consider29



a: r1 r2 op r3?b: r2 r4 op r5(a) Instruction b is unavailable.
b0: r6 r4 op r5?a: r1 r2 op r3?c: r2 r6(b) After renaming registers.Figure 17: Dynamically improving register allocation.the program fragment in Figure 17(a). In this example, operation b is not available for scheduling atthe root because its target register is the one of the operand registers of operation a. However, if thereis a spare register, then the dependence can be broken by renaming the destination register of b as inFigure 17(b). Now operation b0 is available for scheduling. It is necessary to insert a register move cinto the program to restore the machine state after operation a. This transformation is a heuristic|itassumes that the advantage gained in eliminating the dependence outweighs the cost of the extra copy.This is usually true, and almost always the copy operation can be removed by a later global pass ofgeneralized copy propagation [PNW92].There is an additional problem with the register allocation scheme described above. Including reg-ister allocation in the software pipelining algorithm requires that registers be taken into account whendetermining when two states are \the same". A su�cient condition is that two states s and si canbe considered the same only if each register holds a value generated by operation x in state s and avalue generated by operation xi in state i. This condition guarantees correctness and termination and isanalogous to the similar requirements for available operations and functional units.In practice it appears that this condition alone permits an impractical number of states to be generatedin some loops and a repeating pattern fails to emerge within a reasonable number of steps. The problem isthat, even for small register �les, the number of possible assignments of values to registers is astronomical.To accelerate convergence of the pipelining algorithm, it is necessary to limit the space of possible registerassignments in some way. The solution we use is as follows. A register �le r is a renaming of register�le r0 if r can be mapped to r0 by some set of register-to-register transfers. In the software pipeliningalgorithm, two states are considered to be equivalent if the register �les in the two states are renamingsof each other and the other conditions (on operations and functional units) are satis�ed.This design makes identi�es together many register �les, thereby accelerating convergence of the30



algorithm. The cost is that register-to-register transfers must be issued on the backedges of pipelinedloops to move values into the correct registers. These copy operations can be eliminated by a separatecopy elimination optimization pass after software pipelining. Leaving the copy operations in the code isreasonable as well, as they incur only a minor performance penalty (see Section 7).7 Implementation and ExperimentsThe software pipelining algorithm described here has been implemented as part of a compiler project atthe University of California, Irvine. The compiler is a version of the GNU C compiler (GCC) modi�edto accommodate our methods. GCC is used as a front-end to translate the C level source into anintermediate representation. This translation includes an initial register allocation and a number ofcommon optimizations: constant folding, jump optimization (e.g., removing jumps to jumps), commonsubexpression elimination, and strength reduction. GCC's instruction scheduling, loop unrolling, andinlining are disabled and replaced by our software pipelining and scheduling algorithm.A number of incremental optimizations (e.g. incremental tree-height reduction) are bene�cial inconjunction with software pipelining pipelining. For the results presented in this paper, only dynamicrenaming (see Section 6.1) and load-after-store elimination are performed together with pipelining. Load-after-store elimination identi�es loads that depend on a unique store; such loads can be eliminated infavor of uses of the value being stored. (In some cases, the store can be removed also if it is known thatthe eliminated load is the only read of the location written to by the store.) Load-after-store eliminationis useful because it removes register spill code that becomes dead as a result of dynamic renaming.Both dynamic renaming and load-after-store elimination are an inherent part of our \on the y" registerallocation scheme.The strength of our software pipelining framework is the exibility to exploit whatever �ne-grainparallelism is available in a loop. Restrictions placed on code motions are designed to be as weak aspossible while still guaranteeing correctness and termination. As discussed below, this exibility does infact translate into very good speedups across a variety of architectural models.The downside of the weak restrictions of our system is that there are a huge number of potentialstates, even for small loops and machines with modest resources. The huge state space can cause slowconvergence of pipelining to a pattern and large �nal loops. There is a clean solution to this problem: thescheduler should be designed to minimize code explosion by restricting code motions that increase codesize. For the purposes of this paper, we have focussed the experiments to reveal information about thesoftware pipelining algorithm and not information about particular smart scheduling heuristics. Thus,we have used only very simple greedy list-scheduling heuristics that make no e�ort to take account of theimpact of code motions on code size. As we shall see shortly, in the majority of cases the size of the statespace is not a problem and software pipelining converges quickly to a pattern even with naive scheduling.In some cases, using an iteration window that is large enough to maximally exploit the availableparallelism results in unjusti�ably slow convergence. To identify these cases in this experiment, we �nd31



Name Latency DescriptionALU 1 cycle integer add/sub and logicalSHIFT 1 cycle arithmetic and logical shiftsFALU 3 cycles oating point add/sub and logicalMUL 3 cycles integer and oating point multiplyDIV 13 cycles integer and oating point divideMEM 2 cycles cache read (cache miss stalls the processor)1 cycle cache writeBRANCH 4 cycles conditional branchTable 1: Functional Unit Kind and Latencyit useful to introduce the notion of \cut-o� convergence" which constrains the maximum number ofiterations scheduled to some �xed amount; the remainder of any paths that have not converged after thecut-o� number of iterations are simply scheduled sequentially. We stress that \cut-o� convergence" isa creature of our experiment|its purpose is to identify when code explosion is a problem. In practiceone should prefer to use scheduling heuristics designed to prevent code explosion; this topic is discussedfurther in Section 7.2.7.1 Architectural ModelsTwo pipelined VLIW architecture models are used for the experiments: one with homogeneous functionalunits, and one with heterogeneous functional units. Both models assume a single 64-bit wide register�le shared by all functional units. With the exception of two \unlimited resource" experiments used tomeasure threshold performance results, the register �le is assumed to have 32 registers.Operation latencies for both models, given in Table 1, are similar to the Motorola 88110 Superscalar.An instance of the heterogeneous model has 1, 2, 3, or an unlimited number of each of the functionalunits de�ned in Table 1. An instance of the homogeneous model has 2, 4, 8, or an unlimited number ofhomogeneous functional units, where each homogeneous functional unit can perform any of the functionsde�ned in Table 1.Each VLIW instruction speci�es one, possibly NOP, operation for each functional unit. Each operationhas the optional side e�ect of advancing the pipeline. For both models there are no hardware interlocksfor detecting data or control hazards, so the compiler is entirely responsible for ensuring that all hazardsare avoided at run time.7.2 Experimental ResultsTables 2 and 3 show the dynamic speedup measured for both target architecture models on 24 Liver-more Loops. The speedups are with respect to running the unscheduled code sequentially on the targetarchitecture. Thus, the speedups reect both the exploitation of multiple functional units and pipelining32



kernel 2 FU's (4) 4 FU's (6) 8 FU's (10) Infx32 InfxInfLL1 7.3 13.1 17.2 17.2 17.2LL2 6.3 10.8 14.0 14.0 13.6LL3 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8LL4 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9LL5 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7LL6 5.4 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1LL7 7.6 14.0 16.7 16.6 26.5LL8 5.7 8.1 9.3 8.0 9.4LL9 7.7 10.8 11.1 11.1 22.0LL10 7.8 7.7 7.9 7.8 9.9LL11 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5LL12 6.9 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2LL13 4.9 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7LL14 6.5 7.7 7.7 7.6 14.5LL15 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.6LL16 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9LL17 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3LL18 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.1 8.6LL19 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1LL20 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9LL21 6.1 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3LL22 7.2 9.9 11.9 11.9 14.0LL23 3.9 3.5 4.3 3.9 4.5LL24 2.8 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4Avg 5.1 6.5 7.1 7.1 8.7Table 2: Homogeneous Multi-cycle Functional Units: SPEED-UP
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kernel 1 of each (6) 2 of each (8) 3 of each (10) Infx32 InfxInfLL1 9.0 17.3 17.3 17.2 17.2LL2 7.0 11.7 14.1 14.0 13.6LL3 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8LL4 7.0 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9LL5 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7LL6 5.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1LL7 13.2 16.1 17.0 16.6 26.5LL8 7.3 9.0 7.9 8.0 9.4LL9 9.9 11.2 11.2 11.1 22.0LL10 4.3 7.0 7.3 7.8 9.9LL11 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5LL12 5.6 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2LL13 3.3 4.5 6.7 6.7 6.7LL14 5.8 7.5 7.8 7.6 14.5LL15 1.5 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.6LL16 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9LL17 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3LL18 3.0 3.4 3.2 3.1 8.6LL19 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1LL20 1.6 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9LL21 5.4 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3LL22 9.3 11.2 11.9 11.9 14.0LL23 4.5 4.4 4.3 3.9 4.5LL24 2.8 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4Avg 5.3 6.9 7.1 7.1 8.7Table 3: Heterogeneous Multi-cycle Functional Units: SPEED-UP
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within a functional unit. The �rst three columns of Table 2 show the speedups for the homogeneousmodel assuming 32 registers and 2, 4, and 8 homogeneous functional units, respectively. Table 3 showsthe same information for the heterogeneous model con�gured with 1, 2, and 3 units of each type (againassuming 32 registers). The last two columns of each table show threshold performance levels that arediscussed below.For the results presented in the �rst 3 columns of each table, loops were pipelined with progressivelylarger iteration windows until there was no noticeable increase in the average speedup for all benchmarks.The numbers in parentheses at the top of each column show the smallest iteration window sizes for whichthe highest average performance was attained for each and for which the speedups shown in the tableswere generated. Notice that all of the window sizes are fairly small and none exceeds 10 iterations. Forthe results shown in the �rst three columns, no more than 64 iterations are scheduled (i.e. this is thecut-o�). In almost all cases, only a fraction of this number is needed for convergence to a pattern. The\conv type" column in Tables 4 and 5 how the algorithm terminated: P indicates convergence to a patternand C indicates cut-o� convergence on at least one path.The last two columns of Tables 2 and 3, which are identical for both tables, show the speedupsobtained assuming an unlimited number of functional units and either 32 registers (column \Infx32") oran unlimited number of registers (column \InfxInf"). For both columns we want to show the maximumspeedup that can be obtained for the speci�c architecture con�guration given the �xed code motioncapabilities, scheduling heuristics, and front-end optimizations used in our system. Therefore, for the\Infx32" and \InfxInf" columns, the iteration window size and cut-o� limits were set to the numberof iterations that would be executed by each loop at run time, which for most of these loops is 100iterations. Thus, loops that exhibit natural convergence are guaranteed to be optimal in the sensede�ned for Theorem 8.2, and the few loops that do not converge are optimal in the same sense becausethey are fully unrolled and scheduled. Note that by 8 homogeneous functional units and 3 of eachheterogeneous functional units, the speedups are already optimal with respect to the \Infx32" numbers,but were obtained with an iteration window size of just 10 iterations. For 16 of the 24 loops, the \8FU's" and \3 of each" speedups are optimal with respect to the \InfxInf" numbers, which shows thateven optimal register allocation for these loops cannot increase performance.A wide range of speedups exist in Tables 2 and 3, ranging from 1.9 all the way up to 17.2. What wehave tried to show is that given a �xed set of code motion capabilities, scheduling heuristics, and front-end optimizations, such as those produced by GCC, our software pipelining algorithm is able to achievethe same performance as fully unrolling and scheduling the loop. Furthermore, despite the generality ofour approach, the algorithm manages to achieve good utilization of resources, even with naive schedulingheuristics. The overall performance of these benchmarks, with either pipelining or complete unrolling,could be improved in a number of ways that are orthogonal to our software pipelining approach (e.g. byimproving memory reference disambiguation).44Although, due to cyclic dependencies involving long latency operations, such as oating-point division and/or proce-dure calls, the performance of some of these loops (e.g. LL20), would not likely improve signi�cantly, even with perfect35



2 FU's 4 FU's 8 FU'sconv reg min max total conv reg min max total conv reg min max totalkernel type use loop loop size type use loop loop size type use loop loop sizeLL1 P 17 124 124 642 C 22 280 280 2254 P 24 25 25 344LL2 P 25 100 100 447 P 27 45 45 404 P 28 39 39 411LL3 P 9 94 94 448 P 11 53 53 437 P 16 77 77 887LL4 P 14 107 107 634 P 15 45 45 479 P 20 74 74 997LL5 P 20 44 44 360 P 26 39 39 467 P 32 48 48 713LL6 P 16 25 25 313 P 18 81 81 1046 P 24 72 72 1295LL7 P 23 550 550 2831 C 32 681 681 6589 C 32 571 571 5734LL8 P 28 256 256 1853 C 32 446 446 2798 C 32 399 399 2634LL9 P 32 148 148 1185 P 32 518 518 4379 P 32 162 162 1449LL10 P 26 205 205 1964 C 32 119 119 709 C 32 117 117 697LL11 P 17 46 46 245 P 20 49 49 394 P 28 82 82 907LL12 P 10 23 23 88 P 10 11 11 76 P 10 11 11 74LL13 P 32 227 227 1954 P 32 242 242 2369 P 32 225 225 2346LL14 P 32 64 332 3142 P 32 79 279 6082 P 32 76 237 2623LL15 P 32 147 156 4623 P 32 167 170 4593 P 32 159 166 4513LL16 C 32 137 137 1990 C 32 151 151 2009 C 32 151 151 2009LL17 P 17 38 44 222 P 17 38 42 219 P 17 38 42 219LL18 P 32 27 202 984 P 32 144 249 1722 P 32 125 215 1706LL19 P 22 50 74 1076 P 30 47 56 1512 P 32 62 63 2080LL20 C 29 202 202 2405 C 30 198 198 2380 C 30 197 197 2385LL21 P 23 127 127 567 P 28 59 59 636 P 32 58 58 730LL22 P 26 419 419 3840 P 31 301 301 3934 C 32 316 316 4423LL23 P 32 254 254 1468 P 32 156 156 953 P 32 174 174 1237LL24 P 13 28 34 139 P 15 25 34 147 P 15 25 34 147Avg 23 143 164 1392 26 166 179 1941 28 137 148 1690Infx32 InfxInfconv reg min max total conv reg min max totalkernel type use loop loop size type use loop loop sizeLL1 P 24 25 25 344 P 24 25 25 344LL2 P 32 100 100 824 P 30 20 20 322LL3 P 16 77 77 887 P 16 77 77 887LL4 P 20 74 74 997 P 20 74 74 997LL5 P 32 48 48 713 P 39 57 57 1030LL6 P 24 71 71 1294 P 24 71 71 1294LL7 C 32 558 558 5569 C 63 364 364 7708LL8 C 32 417 417 2684 C 50 391 391 3072LL9 P 32 108 108 1030 P 88 87 87 2996LL10 C 32 117 117 690 C 63 110 110 759LL11 P 28 82 82 907 P 28 82 82 907LL12 P 10 11 11 74 P 10 11 11 74LL13 P 32 274 274 2617 P 32 274 274 2617LL14 P 32 76 194 2282 P 107 23 109 4579LL15 P 32 162 165 4870 C 51 221 221 5236LL16 C 32 151 151 2009 C 35 140 140 1953LL17 P 17 38 42 219 P 17 38 42 219LL18 P 32 78 193 1357 C 55 749 749 1315LL19 P 32 62 63 2084 P 42 61 61 2932LL20 C 30 197 197 2385 C 30 197 197 2385LL21 P 32 58 58 742 P 38 70 70 1138LL22 C 32 316 316 4423 P 38 194 194 3963LL23 P 32 134 134 1171 P 83 79 79 2959LL24 P 15 25 34 147 P 15 25 34 147Avg 28 136 146 1680 42 143 147 2076Table 4: Homogeneous Multi-cycle Functional Units: MISC. PERFORMANCE MEASURES36



1 of each 2 of each 3 of eachconv reg min max total conv reg min max total conv reg min max totalkernel type use loop loop size type use loop loop size type use loop loop sizeLL1 P 16 60 60 308 P 21 38 38 413 P 21 25 25 288LL2 P 23 42 42 241 P 25 51 51 393 P 27 23 23 276LL3 P 8 21 21 101 P 12 62 62 520 P 16 77 77 887LL4 P 10 18 18 132 P 17 59 59 625 P 19 74 74 876LL5 P 26 76 76 663 P 32 55 55 791 P 32 54 54 795LL6 P 17 38 38 289 P 20 124 124 1619 P 22 78 78 1378LL7 P 29 98 98 962 C 32 585 585 6126 C 32 549 549 5599LL8 P 25 221 221 1501 C 32 404 404 2467 C 32 441 441 2724LL9 P 32 135 135 2029 P 32 157 157 2155 P 32 178 178 1888LL10 C 32 238 238 1215 C 32 161 161 999 C 32 136 136 777LL11 P 8 15 15 78 P 25 65 65 568 P 29 83 83 880LL12 P 8 26 26 83 P 9 12 12 73 P 9 12 12 74LL13 P 32 230 230 1880 P 32 210 210 2032 P 32 275 275 2620LL14 P 32 133 159 1957 P 32 75 107 1576 P 32 75 205 2264LL15 P 32 29 29 971 C 32 224 224 5765 P 32 161 164 4967LL16 C 32 147 147 2122 C 32 138 138 1986 C 32 151 151 2006LL17 P 17 38 40 215 P 17 38 43 216 P 17 38 42 219LL18 P 32 87 171 1052 P 32 84 228 1527 P 32 89 220 1653LL19 P 28 91 93 1915 P 32 53 61 1965 P 32 53 63 1957LL20 P 31 228 228 625 C 30 197 197 2394 C 30 197 197 2391LL21 P 21 40 40 238 P 32 124 124 1222 P 32 73 73 848LL22 P 32 298 298 3615 C 32 339 339 4529 C 32 318 318 4433LL23 P 32 204 204 876 P 32 127 127 1002 P 32 192 192 1383LL24 P 13 28 37 143 P 14 25 32 134 P 15 25 34 147Avg 24 106 111 967 27 142 150 1712 27 141 153 1722Infx32 InfxInfconv reg min max total conv reg min max totalkernel type use loop loop size type use loop loop sizeLL1 P 24 25 25 344 P 24 25 25 344LL2 P 32 100 100 824 P 30 20 20 322LL3 P 16 77 77 887 P 16 77 77 887LL4 P 20 74 74 997 P 20 74 74 997LL5 P 32 48 48 713 P 39 57 57 1030LL6 P 24 71 71 1294 P 24 71 71 1294LL7 C 32 558 558 5569 C 63 364 364 7708LL8 C 32 417 417 2684 C 50 391 391 3072LL9 P 32 108 108 1030 P 88 87 87 2996LL10 C 32 117 117 690 C 63 110 110 759LL11 P 28 82 82 907 P 28 82 82 907LL12 P 10 11 11 74 P 10 11 11 74LL13 P 32 274 274 2617 P 32 274 274 2617LL14 P 32 76 194 2282 P 107 23 109 4579LL15 P 32 162 165 4870 C 51 221 221 5236LL16 C 32 151 151 2009 C 35 140 140 1953LL17 P 17 38 42 219 P 17 38 42 219LL18 P 32 78 193 1357 C 55 749 749 1315LL19 P 32 62 63 2084 P 42 61 61 2932LL20 C 30 197 197 2385 C 30 197 197 2385LL21 P 32 58 58 742 P 38 70 70 1138LL22 C 32 316 316 4423 P 38 194 194 3963LL23 P 32 134 134 1171 P 83 79 79 2959LL24 P 15 25 34 147 P 15 25 34 147Avg 28 136 146 1680 42 143 147 2076Table 5: Heterogeneous Multi-cycle Functional Units: MISC. PERFORMANCE MEASURES37



In the rest of this section we discuss and interpret the performance results in more detail. To aidin interpreting the results shown in Tables 2 and 3, we present the following performance measures inTables 4 and 5:conv type Convergence type: P means that pipelining converged on a pattern and C means that itconverged on the cut-o�.reg use The maximum number of registers used at any instruction (i.e. state).min loop The number of instructions on the shortest path through the pipelined loop.5max loop The number of instructions on the longest path through the pipelined loop.total size The total number of instructions in the benchmark, including inner loop instructions as wellas all code preceding and succeeding the loop.As discussed in Section 6.1, software pipelining sometimes inserts register-to-register transfers in orderto speed convergence of the algorithm. Because these transfers can be eliminated by copy propagation(albeit at the cost of an increase in code size) we have not counted them in the speedup �gures in Tables 2and 3. Even if the copies are not eliminated, the �gures in Tables 4 and Table 5 show that the performancepenalty is low. For example, for LL2 with 2 homogeneous functional units, the worst case is that all 25registers are live and must be copied on the backedge, which costs 13 cycles, or 13% of the length of thepipelined loop body. For the large loops the penalty is well below 10%; for small loops the overhead canbe reduced by unrolling the pipelined loop body.There are two interesting anomalies in the speedup tables. The �rst is that for a few benchmarks,(e.g. LL2, LL8, and LL23 in both tables) the speedup actually decreases slightly after some increasesin the number of resources. One cause is that even though two pipelined loops may exhibit the sameasymptotic speedup, the overhead from their pre-loop and/or post-loop code can di�er (e.g. speedupgoes from 14.0 to 13.6 when going from Infx32 to InfxInf for LL2). The other cause of some smalldecreases in performance when resources increase is overly simplistic scheduling heuristics. For instance,the list scheduling heuristics currently used in the compiler allow operations to be scheduled much earlierthan their next use, potentially saturating the register �le at subsequent states and thus preventing theremoval of false dependencies via renaming that might otherwise allow operations on the critical path tobe scheduled earlier. Kernels LL8 and LL23 provide good examples of this e�ect. The fewer resourcesthere are, the fewer \unimportant" (i.e. o� the critical path) operations are scheduled much further headof their next uses and the less likely that the register �le becomes saturated with unimportant values.This problem can be alleviated with di�erent scheduling heuristics. In any case, this issue is orthogonalto software pipelining itself.disambiguation.5Note that since there is only a single path through most of these loops, min loop and max loop are usually equivalentand, in this case, represent the total number of instruction in the pipelined loop.38



The other anomaly occurs for loops LL9, LL18, and LL22 in Table 2 and LL7, LL13, and LL18 inTable 3. Factoring out considerations like the above scheduling anomaly and other heuristic aspects suchas speculative scheduling, we would expect speedup to increase linearly with the number of functionalunits until some threshold speedup is reached. Thus, for each doubling in the number of functional units,we would expect the the speedup to be the lesser of twice the old speedup and the maximum (unlimited)speedup; however, for this second class of anomaly, when going from 2 to 4 functional units in Table 2 or1 to 2 of each functional units in Table 3, we see that the speedup is slightly less than this expected value.The reason for this is that while the iteration window size is chosen to maximize the average speedupshown in the tables, the performance of a few of the loops in each table would have improved with alarger window size, though without any signi�cant e�ect on the average speedup over all loops.Finally, it is interesting to consider the circumstances under which the algorithm fails to convergeto a pattern before the cuto� is reached. An analysis of the kernels with type \C" convergence (seeTables 4 and 5) shows that the problem arises is vectorizable loops, or, more generally, loops with veryfew ow dependencies. In this case, the only constraints are resource constraints, and operations arefree to move almost anywhere in the schedule. In this situation the lack of dependence structure inthe program combined with greedy scheduling heuristics tends to lead to an explosion in the set ofstates, slowing convergence. Variations on a device of Ebcio�glu's may show how to modify the schedulerto avoid this problem [Ebc87]. The basic idea is to introduce arti�cial dependencies that don't harmparallelism extraction but dramatically reduce the number of potential states the scheduler may explore.For example, a rule of thumb for vectorizable loops could be that operation xi must be scheduled no laterthan the time of xi+1. Since the loop is vectorizable there is no reason to prefer scheduling one beforethe other; eliminating some orderings reduces the overall number of potential states.Notice that in most cases, the total size of the �nal loop is an order of magnitude larger than theshortest and longest paths through the loops. Because loop control conditionals from succeeding iterationsare scheduled in parallel with operations from preceding iterations, a new loop exit path is usually createdfor each iteration scheduled.6 In some cases this is simply the cost side of a cost vs. performance trade-o�inherent to scheduling conditional jumps, the bene�ts of which are to allow strictly control dependentoperations (e.g. operations like stores that can not be renamed) to be scheduled earlier, and to committo alternative control paths as early as possible so as to minimize the amount speculative scheduling.Fortunately, in many cases, such as for loop exit code, this cost often can be signi�cantly reduced bymerging multiple identical control paths into a single shared path. In the context of available operationsscheduling, this is accomplished by merging states with identical available operations sets, an optimizationwe have not implemented.6To guarantee the preservation of correct semantics when scheduling a conditional above operations that precede it, it isnecessary to duplicate those operations onto each branch of the conditional after it has been scheduled.39



8 On Optimal Software PipeliningIn this section we briey review research on the limitations of software pipelining, especially a resultshowing that optimal software pipelining is unachievable [SGE91]. Given this result, we show that ouralgorithm is \as good as possible" in the sense that it can produce arbitrarily good schedules.Research in software pipelining has naturally focused on discovering algorithms for computing pipelinedschedules, both in general and for speci�c machines. Concurrently, researchers have investigated the theo-retical limitations of software pipelining. One of the central theoretical questions is whether or not there isa software pipelining algorithm that produces optimal pipelined schedules for an arbitrary loop. Becausescheduling algorithms are based on preserving data dependences, the natural meaning of \optimality" iswith respect to the length of dependence chains.De�nition 8.1 A program L is time optimal if for every execution hhx0; s0i; : : : ; hhfstop g; snii of L, nis the length of the longest dependence chain in the execution.The obvious form of the optimality question is stated as follows: is there an algorithm which takesas input a machine description (i.e., resource constraints, instruction timings, etc.) and a loop, andproduces a time optimal schedule for that machine? This problem statement is not very useful, however,because scheduling problems with �nite resources are computationally intractable even without softwarepipelining. To gain some insight into software pipelining itself, researchers have usually abstracted theproblem as: given su�cient resources and a loop L, is there an algorithm which computes a time optimalschedule for L?The answer to this question is trivially \no" for some programs, such as the one in Figure 2. Recallthat instructions d and e cannot be scheduled in the same instruction because they write the same storelocation. One branch of the test must always be optimized at the expense of the other branch, andthus there does not exist a parallel version L that is time optimal. The conict between d and e inFigure 2 is usually classi�ed as another type of dependence|an output dependence [KKP+81]. To avoidthis problem, we can rephrase the question again: given unbounded resources and a loop L withoutoutput dependences, is there an algorithm which computes a time optimal schedule for L? This questionhas been resolved negatively [SGE91]. Again the problem is that for some loops an optimal closed-formparallel version does not exist.While De�nition 8.1 is natural, it appears that so many quali�cations are required to apply it in theanalysis of general software pipelining algorithms that it ceases to be useful. For our purposes we adopta di�erent de�nition of what it means for a software pipelining algorithm to be \as good as possible."Recall from Section 4 that the loop L1 is the (in�nite) parallel program that results from schedulingwith complete information about available operations. While L1 may not be \optimal", it representsthe best that can be done with global knowledge of the program and the ability to fully unroll loops.The following theorem shows that as the window size k of the software pipelining algorithm increases,the quality of the code approaches that of L1. 40



Theorem 8.2 Let L be a loop and let Lk be the result of applying pipeline with a scheduling windowof k iterations. Let s be any store such that �(L; s) 6=?. De�ne t(L; s) to be the length of the executionof L in store s. Then limk!1 t(Lk; s) = t(L1; s)Proof: Let i be the largest index of any iteration in the execution of L on store s. For any k � iprograms Lk and L1 have identical executions on store s. 2Theorem 8.2 is a theoretical result, since in practice the scheduling window k cannot cover more thana few iterations. However, it does show that within the framework of our algorithm it is possible togenerate arbitrarily good code, subject to the ability of the scheduler to make good scheduling decisionsfor �nite resources.9 Related WorkSoftware pipelining is actually a relatively old idea. Programmers in the microcode community softwarepipelined code by hand for decades [Kog77]. The �rst semi-automatic technique for software pipeliningwas proposed by Charlesworth [Cha81]. For an overview of the history of instruction level parallelism,see [RF93].Today there are variety of algorithms and frameworks for software pipelining. We describe each anddiscuss its relationship to our own work. Because of the large amount of work in the area, our discussionof each proposal is necessarily brief.9.1 Modulo SchedulingModulo scheduling is an important software pipelining technique introduced by Rau and Glaeser [RG81]and subsequently used as the basis for numerous other algorithms [Lam87, Jon91, RTS92, Huf93, WMHR93].Modulo scheduling has been used in compilers for the FPS series [Tou84], the polycyclic machine [RG81],and Cydrome's Cydra [Cyd87].A basic modulo scheduling algorithm works as follows. Consider a loop L that requires a resource ktimes per iteration of the loop body. If the target machine has t of the resource, then an upper boundon the throughput is one iteration of L every k=t cycles. Let the initiation interval s be max(1; k=t). Inmodulo scheduling, the loop body is heuristically scheduled one statement at a time. When a statementis scheduled at time c, the instance of c in iteration i is scheduled at time c + is. If at any point astatement cannot be added to the schedule due to resource or dependency constraints, then the scheduleis abandoned and the algorithm either backtracks or tries a larger initiation interval.Modulo scheduling smoothly integrates the simultaneous treatment of resource constraints and soft-ware pipelining. The primary disadvantage of modulo scheduling is that it does not apply directly toloops with conditional tests in the loop body. Two extensions have been proposed to overcome this limi-tation. Lam introduced hierarchical reduction to combine modulo scheduling with complex control ow[Lam87] In hierarchical reduction, the \then" and \else" branches of a conditional test are �rst scheduled41



independently. The shorter branch is padded with noops to make it the same length as the longer branch,and the scheduler encapsulates the entire if-then-else construct as a single statement. Hierarchical reduc-tion su�ers from several drawbacks. First, some paths are padded with noops, which may slow execution;second, treating the if-then-else as a single statement necessarily overestimates resource requirements,and third, preserving the control structure of the program restricts possible code motions.A second proposal for integrating modulo scheduling with conditional tests is to use if-conversion[AKPW83] before modulo scheduling and reverse if-conversion [WHB92, WMHR93] after modulo schedul-ing. When a loop is if-converted, the expression of control ow is changed from explicit jumps to guardedoperations, where each operation of the original loop is guarded by the predicates of the conditionals thatcontrol its execution. In this way, all non-trivial control ow in the loop is replaced by data dependences.Modulo scheduling with if-conversion appears to improve upon modulo scheduling with hierarchicalreduction [WMHR93]. However, if-conversion retains the undesirable features of hierarchical reduction toa considerable degree. First, because control ow is expressed as data dependence, speculative executionof operations (i.e., moving operations above conditionals) is not possible, nor is it possible to reorderconditionals for the same reason. Thus, the possible code motions are restricted.7 In addition, perform-ing if-conversion greatly hinders the management of limited resources during scheduling. If-conversionschedules all the operations in the original loop body in a single basic block. These operations competefor resources during scheduling, including operations that could never execute simultaneously becausethey appear on di�erent control paths in the original loop. Thus, straightforward modulo scheduling ofif-converted loops overestimates resource requirements.For the case of loops without control ow and unlimited resources, there is considerable commonalitybetween our algorithm and modulo scheduling. For example, in [AN88a], it was shown that a simpli�edversion of our algorithm produces optimal code for loops without conditionals in the body and for ma-chines with su�cient resources. Despite the di�erences in conception between the two algorithms, thisresult was later shown to hold for a small modi�cation of modulo scheduling as well [Jon91].In short, our algorithm combines software pipelining, resource constraints, and handling of control owwith a exibility not matched by current modulo scheduling techniques. In our opinion, the signi�cantpractical advantage of modulo scheduling at this time is that in cases where both techniques produceequally fast schedules, the schedules produced by modulo scheduling are generally more concise [Jon91].9.2 Pipeline SchedulingThe work most closely related to our own is that of Ebcio�glu [Ebc87] and Ebcio�glu and Nakatani [NE89,EN90, NE90] and later Moon and Ebcio�glu [ME92]. Pipeline scheduling di�ers from our approach in thatthe loop body is not constructed by scheduling and testing for repeating states. Instead, the originalloop is incrementally transformed to create a parallel schedule. Software pipelining is achieved by movingoperations across the backedge of the loop; this has the e�ect of moving an operation between loopiterations. The handling of control ow is based on the same principles as our own approach and is7This limitation is noted in [WMHR93]; no indication is given about how it can be overcome.42



equally general. A scheduling window of operations is also used [NE90], although the purpose is toreduce code explosion rather than to guarantee termination.An advantage of pipeline scheduling is that the loop is always equivalent to the original loop andtherefore it is legal to apply any semantics-preserving transformation to the loop at any time, even trans-formations that have little to do directly with scheduling. Ebcio�glu and Nakatani exploit this propertyby aggressively renaming registers and performing strength reduction, optimizations which substantiallyalter the dependence structure of the loop. We also apply some of these optimizations (see Section 7),but cannot apply them as generally as pipeline scheduling because of our need to guarantee regular de-pendences for correctness. As an aside, to the best our knowledge, modulo scheduling implementationsdo not perform any transformations that modify the dependence graph.An advantage of our algorithm over the current pipeline scheduling algorithm is in the handling ofresource constraints. Pipeline scheduling uses only local transformations to move operations from onestate to another. Thus, at some points resource constraints may need to be violated in the schedule asan operation moves through one state on its way to another state. To deal with this property, pipelinescheduling has a moderately elaborate phase structure in which resources constraints are alternatelyenforced and relaxed on speci�c portions of the loop body. Our algorithm treats resource constraints ina more direct and uniform way.9.3 GURPRGURPR, for Global Unrolling, Pipelining, and Rerolling, is a software pipelining technique proposed bySu, Ding, and Xia [SDX87]. The technique is based on URPR, an algorithm for pipelining loops withouttests [SDX86]. Given a loop L, the �rst step of GURPR is to apply URPR to each path through theoriginal loop body. The separate pipelined paths are then put together to form the pipelined loop, withcompensation code added at points where execution could jump from one path to another.The approach is similar in philosophy to trace scheduling|paths are �rst optimized as basic blocks,ignoring jumps into and out of the path, and then �x-up code is added to ensure correctness. GURPR isalso subject to the same criticism as trace scheduling. There is no reason why the execution of a programshould repeatedly follow the same path through the loop body. Our approach and the approach Ebcio�gluand Nakatani is more uniform, overlapping iterations on all paths, rather than a subset of paths.9.4 Petri Net TechniquesRecently there has been interest in using Petri Nets to formalize the software pipelining problem [GWN91,RA93]. There is a natural mapping from operations, dependences, and resource constraints into PetriNets, thus combining all of these features in a single, well understood formalism. This approach hasbeen shown to be competitive with modulo scheduling with hierarchical reduction [RA93] and appearspromising.The weakness of current algorithms based on Petri Net techniques is that control ow is handled in away very similar to if-conversion. The net e�ect of the mapping into the Petri Net model is that control43



ow is enforced just like data dependences and thus speculative execution of operations is not possible.Furthermore, the rate execution of iterations is determined by the length of the longest path through theloop body, even when shorter paths through the loop are taken during execution.10 ConclusionsWe have presented a simple but fairly detailed description of a compaction-based software pipeliningalgorithm that handles resource constraints. The novel aspect of our algorithm is that it cleanly|infact, completely|separates issues speci�c to software pipelining, such as detecting repeating \pipeline"states and termination, from other orthogonal issues, such as the computation of available operationsand scheduling decisions. We hope that this makes two contributions to the state of the art. First,our algorithm explains in a fairly simple way what software pipelining is about and what are its uniquecharacteristics. Second, the modular and simple design of our algorithm should facilitate the developmentof general, retargetable implementations of software pipelining.References[AAG+86] M. Annaratone, E. Arnould, T. Gross, H. T. Kung, M. Lam, O. Menzilcioglu, K. Sarocky,and J. A. Webb. Warp architecture and implementation. In Proceedings of the 13th AnnualSymposium on Computer Architecture, pages 346{356, June 1986.[Aik88] A. Aiken. Compaction-Based Parallelization. PhD thesis, Cornell, 1988. Department ofComputer Science Technical Report No. 88-922.[Aik90] A. Aiken. A theory of compaction-based parallelization. Theoretical Computer Science,73:121{154, 1990.[AJLS92] V. H. Allan, J. Janardhan, R.M. Lee, and M. Srinivas. Enhanced Region Scheduling ona Program Dependence Graph. In Proceedings of the 25th International Symposium andWorkshop on Microarchitecture (MICRO-25), December 1992.[AKPW83] J. R. Allen, K. Kennedy, C. Porter�eld, and J. Warren. Conversion of control dependenceto data dependence. In Proceedings of the 1983 Symposium on Principles of ProgrammingLanguages, pages 177{189, January 1983.[AN88a] A. Aiken and A. Nicolau. Optimal loop parallelization. In Proceedings of the 1988 ACMSIGPLAN Conference on Programming Language Design and Implementation, pages 308{317, June 1988.[AN88b] A. Aiken and A. Nicolau. Perfect Pipelining: A new loop parallelization technique. InProceedings of the 1988 European Symposium on Programming, pages 221{235. SpringerVerlag Lecture Notes in Computer Science no. 300, March 1988.44
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